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In this letter we demonstrate a method to tune and optically investigate the two highest-symmetry
pseudogaps in artificial opals which occur at the L an X points of the Brillouin zone and correspond
to propagation along the 共111兲 and 共100兲 crystallographic directions, respectively. In particular we
show that in artificial opals the gap at the X point, which is closed for bare opals, can be opened by
controlled infiltration with a high refractive index material such as ZnO. To prove this we take
advantage of the fact that, in artificial opals grown by the vertical deposition method, regions with
both 共100兲 and 共111兲 orientations of the face centerd cubic lattice occur naturally. © 2005 American
Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.2132068兴
The interaction between electromagnetic radiation and
matter shows interesting properties in the so-called photonic
crystals.1 These are composite materials presenting a periodic dielectric constant for which multiple scattering of incident light results in dispersion relations organized in bands
separated by frequency intervals in which there are no available states and light propagation is forbidden. Such intervals
may be strongly directional, in which case they are known as
pseudogaps. A great variety of structures present properties
as one, two, or three-dimensional 共1D, 2D, or 3D兲 photonic
crystals. Among 3D photonic crystals, synthetic opals2 stand
out for their low cost of fabrication and their easy manipulation. Growth methods for such structures, known as selfassembly methods, rely on the natural tendency that some
inorganic 共SiO2兲 or organic 关polystyrene 共PS兲, poly共methylmethacrylate兲 共PMMA兲兴 microspheres have to form ordered
face cubic centerd structures. Among such methods3 natural
sedimentation4 and vertical deposition5 are the most popular
approaches.
One of the most interesting properties of photonic crystals is that they allow to modify the photon density of states.
The latter is determined by the band structure which may be
tailored by means of variations in the refractive index contrast and topology for a given symmetry. Although for artificial opals the symmetry is fixed by the growth process, the
band structure can be modified, to a certain extent, by means
of a controlled infiltration with high dielectric constant
materials carrying out what can be called band gap
engineering.6,7 Knowledge of the photonic band structure of
synthetic opals and the possible modifications attainable by
engineering through infiltration is desirable in order to exploit their potential in applications for light steering such as
super refractive devices. For artificial pals at low frequencies
共a /  ⬍ 1, where a is the lattice parameter and  the wavelength of light in vacuum兲, pseudogaps appear for propagation along different crystallographic directions. The width of
such pseudogaps is mostly dictated by the magnitude of the
Fourier component 共in the expansion of the dielectric function兲 associated with the reciprocal lattice vector G corresponding to such direction.8 Therefore, for a fixed symmetry,
the interaction and, hence, pseudogap width may be manipulated modifying the refractive index distribution and volume
fraction.9
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In this work we demonstrate a method to tune the two
highest-symmetry pseudogaps in artificial opals occurring in
the reciprocal space directions ⌫L and ⌫X which correspond
to crystallographic orientations 共111兲 and 共100兲, respectively.
In particular the ⌫X gap, closed for bare opals, can be
opened. As a playground we use areas of the opal that
present either of these orientations which naturally appear in
artificial opals grown by vertical deposition. They can be
identified by the symmetry of the arrangement of spheres in
the surface of the sample. Areas of hexagonal 共square兲 arrangement of spheres correspond to 兵111其 共兵100其兲 planes.
While several high-symmetry directions have been studied in
bulk artificial opals by inspecting cleft edges,10 they are difficult to cut, the available areas are small, difficult to locate,
orientate and align with the spectroscopic experimental
setup. While thin film opals grown by vertical deposition
have almost always their 兵111其 planes parallel to the substrate, in some cases naturally occurring 共100兲 oriented regions appear as already reported by several authors.11,12 This
occurs mostly in the initial stages of growth.
The samples used were grown using polystyrene 共PS兲
spheres 503 nm in diameter 共3% polydispersity兲 synthesized
by a previously published method.13 ZnO infiltration of the
sample was carried out with a modified metal-organic chemical vapour deposition method14 by using a metal-organic precursor which allows a fine control of shell thickness 共of a
few nm兲. In order to remove PS spheres to obtain a ZnO
inverted opal, the sample was calcinated at 450 °C for 2
hours. A Fourier transform infrared spectrometer 共Bruker
IFS-66/S兲 was used to record the optical reflectance of the
samples at normal incidence in a wide spectral range. A microscope attached to the spectrometer with a ⫻4 objective
featuring a 0.1 numerical aperture 共±5.7° angular aperture兲
was used to focus and collect the light. We have performed
all measurements in adjacent regions with square and hexagonal planes in areas of 9 and 11 layers of thickness, respectively. The thickness was estimated from Fabry-Perot
oscillations present in the spectra on either side of the Bragg
peak. Optical microscopy 共Fig. 1兲 and scanning electron microscopy 共Fig. 2兲 were used to characterize the morphology
of the samples. Optical microscopy was performed with the
same objective used for optical measurements. In order to
perform the scanning electron microscopy inspection, the
samples were coated with a thin gold film as customary.
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FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Optical microscopy images showing regions with
different morphology. 共a兲 Initial stages of sample growth at the top of the
sample. 共b兲 Wide region presenting green and pink colors. Scale bar is
375 m in both cases.

Optical microscopy images show sample regions presenting different appearance. At the early stages 关top of the
sample in Fig. 1共a兲兴 growth takes place by the formation of
terraces of increasing thickness with steps more or less parallel to the 共horizontal兲 meniscus line. As the sample thickness increases, the color of the terraces varies from brown 共1
layer兲 to pink 共⬎7 layers兲. At the boundaries between terraces bright green colors are observed. Even when the
sample has reached a stationary thickness 关Fig. 1共b兲兴, some
regions present fairly wide 共⬎1 mm2兲 green and pink colored areas coexisting.
A closer inspection of the above mentioned regions by
means of electron microscopy provides structural information at a more local level. Figure 2共a兲 shows the first stages
of growth of the sample presented in Fig. 1共a兲. In the image,
sample thickness grows from one 共left兲 to three 共right兲 layers.
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FIG. 3. Left 共right兲 panel shows reflectance collected in hexagonal 共square兲
regions of a bare opal. Central panel shows the corresponding photonic
bands.

Alternation between square and hexagonally arranged planes
takes place, and accounts for the different colors observed.
Where square arrangements appear green colors are observed, while hexagonal ones account for the brown-pink
areas. Such alternation has been previously observed in similar samples15 and has been accounted for by invoking an
optimal filling of the meniscus region where the ordering of
the sample takes place.16 Electron microscopy inspection of
large pink 关Fig. 2共b兲兴 and green 关Fig. 2共c兲兴 areas, as those in
Fig. 1共b兲, confirms their 共111兲 and 共100兲 orientation. The
existence of wide regions with 共100兲 orientation amid the
prevailing 共111兲 constitutes a perfect playground to carry out
the study of the pseudogap associated with both propagation
directions due to their width and thickness.
For the bare opal, the hexagonal area presents 共Fig. 3,
left panel兲 a strong reflectance peak 共1160 nm兲 which corresponds to the calculated17 pseudogap taking place along the
⌫L direction. The high energy response 共a /  ⬎ 1兲 of these
regions presents a maximum of intensity for  = 583 nm,
which accounts for the pink color. Square areas do not
present a reflectance peak at low energies 共Fig. 3, right
panel兲. This is due to the fact that the pseudogap is closed in
the ⌫X direction for this low refractive index contrast, although a feature in Fabry-Perot oscillations appears in the
spectra in the same position 共a /  = 0.7兲 where the two sets of
degenerate energy bands meet. The green color of this region
is accounted for by the reflectance peak around  = 517 nm in
the high energy range. Incidentally we wish to say that the
high energy response of synthetic opals has been studied
before18–20 and is known to be a signature of the high quality
of the samples. This rules out misgivings about not having a
reflectance feature due to low quality of the inspected region.
The degree of infiltration of the opal can be assessed by
comparing the spectral position of the first order Bragg from
共111兲 facets with the calculated pseudo-gap in the ⌫L
direction.21 Increasing the pore filling fraction with a high
index material affects differently the X and L pseudogaps
spectral width. A study performed by means of band structure calculations shows that, for the case of the inverted
structure, for which the largest modification of the X
pseudogap is expected, a 35% filling is optimal for achieving
a maximum spectral width for both pseudogaps. Figure 4
presents the optical response of an opal with such filling
fraction.

FIG. 2. SEM images: 共a兲 Initial stages of growth at the top of the sample,
共b兲 hexagonal areas corresponding to pink regions in Fig. 1共b兲, and 共c兲
square areas corresponding to green regions in Fig. 1共b兲.
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FIG. 4. Left 共right兲 panel shows reflectance collected in hexagonal 共square兲
regions of a PS-ZnO opal. Central panel shows the corresponding photonic
bands.

For the infiltrated opal 共Fig. 4兲 a reflectance peak appears in the spectrum from the 共100兲 oriented region due to
the opening of a pseudogap in the ⌫X direction 共0.011 broad
in a /  units兲. The calculated pseudogap width in the ⌫L
direction is 0.025. This difference in breadth explains the
different intensity in the peaks corresponding to the two different crystal orientations. That the reflectance peak corresponding to the ⌫X direction appears in a spectral position
slightly blueshifted compared to the pseudogap predicted by
the band diagram in this direction could be explained by
finite size effects, previously reported for the ⌫L
direction22,23 but not studied for the ⌫X direction yet.
After the calcination process and opal inversion, reflectance spectra have been recorded for both crystal orientations
共Fig. 5兲. For the ⌫X direction 共right panel兲 reflectance spectra
shows a strong 共18%兲 reflectance peak with, approximately,
the same intensity as that of the first-order maximum along
the ⌫L direction. This fact is again accounted for by
pseudogap widths in either direction in accordance with the
calculated bands 共0.049 in the ⌫X direction and 0.037 in the
⌫L direction兲.
It is also worth mentioning that the high quality of the
samples used allows the study of optical features in the high
energy regime. In this spectral region interplay between sev-

eral families of planes strongly modifies the bandstructure of
the system and frequency intervals where flat, dispersionless
bands develop 共e.g., Fig. 3兲. The group velocity associated
with these bands becomes small,8 increasing the interaction
time between electromagnetic radiation and the materials
forming the crystal. One may benefit from such low group
velocity modes to explore enhancement of ZnO emission
which could eventually open up routes to fabricate efficient
light emitting devices in the UV part of the spectrum.
In summary, in this work we have performed an optical
study of the pseudogap occurring in the ⌫X and ⌫L directions, profiting for this purpose from naturally occurring
共100兲 and 共111兲 oriented growth in artificial opals that show
facets with square and hexagonal symmetry arrangements,
respectively. We have demonstrated its dependence on dielectric contrast. We have thus successfully shown an application of bandgap engineering to open an otherwise closed
pseudogap which will be very interesting to future refractive
applications. The ability to control the growth of such square
layers would redound to the benefit of photonic engineering
as it would eliminate a major constrain in artificial opal
growth. Work towards this direction is currently being
performed.
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